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SDNGLE PARENT

on the HILL

Bob Westgate
THE 1976 PRESIDENTIAL
election is only a few days awax_.
For months, the parties and the candidates have been citing their positions
on major issues; millions of
saw the debates on television.
~1any

of these topics concern single pare!lts- there are 7. 5 million single-parent
families in the U.S. today, raising more
than ll million children--but they have
unique financial, legal, emotional and
social problems which need solutions, teo.

Both vice-presidential candidates have
good records on fedei'al legislation affecting children: Sen. tvalter F. Mandala
received a rating of 100% from the &~er
ican Parents Committee, Inc., and Sen.
Robert Dole, 70%.
However, vice
dents seldom set White House policy.
Therefore, SINGLE PARENT ON THE HI.LL
asked President Ford and Governor Carter
for their views on seven important single-parent issues. Their unedited responses follmv:
1. Federal taxes are discriminatory against single parents. How would you correct the unfairness of existing taxes that are 20% higher for
single parents than for two-parent families? Do
you fa?or the deduction of ALL child-care costs
-including care after school, while a parent is
sick, and at summer camp--as a business expense
for a working parent, rather than as a personal
expense? Do you favor the deduction of all
health care costs? Do you favor the deduction
of all or some of the expenses of higher education? Do you favor a more equitable division of
a deduction for children between two divorced or
separated parents, rather than giving it to ~he
one who pays $1,200 or can prove at least 51% of

In order to reduce the disincentive implied by
the tax system for single parents to work, particular exception has been made in the case of
L~e costs o£ replacing child care services of a
parent. Generally speaking, the Administration
does not favor a significant extension of such
deductions. In particular, s~~er camp fees
are not regarded by most taxpayers as a business
expense.
The concept of "health care costs" might incorporate an extremely broad range of expenditures.
Under present law, reasonable health expenditures
are borne by all taxpayers and allowance forthem
is IT4de in the standard deduction. Extraordinary
health expenditures--those which generally exceed
3% of income- are presently deductible, along
with a portion of expenditures for health insurance premiums_
The Administration believes that some way should
be found to assist those who are bearing the heavy burden of expenditure for higher education for
their children. There are various ways the tax
system might be used to effect such assistance,
including a deduction or tax credit for all or
some portion of education expenses. The exact
way this should best be approached is currently
under thorough and detailed study.
(On division of deductions for children): Unforrelations between separated or divorced
parents are often acrimonious and it would. often
be difficult for them to exchange info~ation
::ecessary to allocate the deduction between them.
T~e IRS could be left as t~e arbiter of these
tw~ately,

disp·. rt:es.

support?

FORD: Just what constitutes
a fair di3tribution of tax
burden a~ong households of
different types is a question
to which there is no definitive answer. Presenc :aw incorporates a coopronise on
the treatnent of single parents, in that: it a:lo,vs th2m
sone c£ the i:t.:"... :-:-:.:::-~;·~.: ::::.·~ng
advantages o£ ::1arried co·,;.ples ..

A single parent is usually eligible to calc'.llate
the tax acco.rding to the "unmarried heaC!·-o:hous2t~old11

total for a given a~ount of taxable income will
never exceed t.1.at for a married couple with the
same taxable income by more than 10% (and not
20% as in the case of single individuals). By
and large the A~~i~istracion feels the pcesen~
compromise draws a reasonable balance among competing considerations.

schedule; which

.1ss::~es

that

~:-t~·

·-':' ..:ex:

The

A~-:tinlstration

is c:.:=r·:2!ntly r€-

viewing ways in which the tax system can be made
more equitable and simple and the Congress will
have ~:) enact :ceforms once proposals are introd:!ced.

CARTER: It is tragic tha:: some
of our federal government progrru~s have not remained attlliced

to some of the

chanq~.s

in.

-t~:L"t'J.ly

.structt:::-e and child upb::-ingi..r..::;
~-:t!....;h !:a.rle c.•c::::'C..:" r8C. c;·h::r ~he
past g::nerat:ion.. Toda.y l/7~:h

of the nation's children - 11
million - re.side with a single
parent, and a grea.t:~~ percentage of children live a-nic!:5t

A monthly report on actions by the White House, Congress and
Federaf Agencies of special interest to single parents and their children.

poverty today than did in 1970.
~

-

"

-
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'

The g:t"owinq problems- of .the sinqle parent demand
immediate recognit.i.on and alleviation. Several
things can be done to lessen the financial burden of thaparent~wh() alone must provi.de for his
• or her~:c:h.ildreno.;l;.·
.·.<: ~; ''

;.>>;" ·

:·-:

.;~:£~~~l~(~t~~-:-~~ ~~-,~::: A~~,-~~}-~~;-: - ~_7, ':r-·>- ~-

: :·_-}; <' '-~?~-:::;7.~~>~\--:: ,~i:"

· Clearly·:tha faderalctax system demandsrevisionr
espec:tallyas i t relates to the single parent~.
. Carefully . contrived> loopholes. have< shifted the
total<tax'burden moreand more towards the. aver-:-: ..
age earner~ It
disg:t"aceful~that.·a>family with.
an income of $lOrOOO a year pays· a.. larger por- ·.
tion of its income in taxes than a family with
an annual income of:$1 million o£ more. It is
shameful that the.· tax burdert on a single parent
is greater than that: on. a two-parent family~.
..
.;~>-:'-.--. -. ·<·'-.,--:~>;>:'~.-~::: ·_- -_;- _ _
-·---r-~/_:_f; __ ,
:
I am consider±nc;,a drastic simplification of the
income taX system' that would lower taxes on middle and' lo'!i income families. ~ reform would
treat all. iricome· the same, eliminate hundreds of
tax. breaks for the+already privileged and, ac-.
cording to
recent study, reduce
tax rate
by as much as 40%. :

.is

~><i'·;o

'a

/f._
-, ":- . -,,
' -~--~/In a.direct effort to equalizethe'tax burden on

single and(two-parent families, I will carefully
review'cthe use of deductions
child
· 'revising .'the·. tax code~ .

.' . . ·,·. ·' . . f',;:~:l,~: ·~ \;;,;< :;.• ·.•··•···..... '

Beyond taxc,c reform,.:.; however,: we
that· the :single·. parent has suffered
tionately from th~~·~co~omiC: mala~se that has i
plagued. our.·nation.this decade~·;.'~·The· present ad- ,·
ministration is :"Misery·· Index ,n: .tabulated by adding the nation's average rates .of·:inflation and
unemploymentsince,.President Ford asswned office,.
is at a level•{l6%)•unprecedented in the past
half-century.
•.• :c:
>-

_,, ___, "

A new economic approach is required, one based
on an expansionist.fiscal and. monetary policy,
specific stimulation of industry, provision of
productive public employment andimprovedcoordinationbet•.reen all •government. bodies involved
in directing or regulating our economy.

2. Ca you favor the reintroduction and passage
of the ChiLd: and Familg Services Act?
CARTER: I support the basic objective of the
Child and Family Services Act-to provide "adequate health, nutritional, educational and ot.'l.er
services" to the children of parents of limited
income who request such assistance.
The bill, introduced by my running mate, Sen.
Walter Mondale, who last year received the "P3.r-

ents Without Partners' Distinguished Service to
Children Award," addresses· critical problems confronting the most important dynamic element of
our society- the family.
The need for improved child care facilities,
based on volunteerism and parental request, is
well. documented •. This need.is·often particular~
ly acute for the single parent who must·· somehow
find a way ·to work and care for his.or her child
simultaneously.
Today; there. are six million pre-school-age
children of working parents. Only one million
of these are cared for in licensed child care
homes and institutions. These facilitiesmonitored to meet basic health, safety and.
educational standards--should be available for
all those who need and desire them~
I might add that I wholeheartedly endorse Sen.

Mondale's suggestion that all federal legislation be evaluated for its impact on the American
family. The enactment of this proposal would
not necessitate the creation of a new bureaucracy, but could routinely be handled by Congress
or the Executive branch. I will certainly rely
on the advice of Sen. Mondale, Chairman of the
Senate Subcommittee on Children and. Youth, in
charting my administration's pro-family policy~
The P:tesident,'does not favor the reintroduction and passage of the Child and Family Services Act •. Better day care and related services
are needed. for the children. of working parents,
but he believes that: we need a wholly new ser-.
vice delivery system which would utilize existing programs.
Accordingly, the President has signed into law

H.R. 12455, providing $240 million extra in federal funds for day care services already operated by the states under Title XX of the Social
Security Act. Furthermore, he has called upon
the Congress to pass the Allied Ser1ices Act of
1976, under which federal funds froma variety
of sources could be pooled to create unified
social and ~ealth service delivery systems to
address the needs which states·themselves identify as.priorities~ and The Financial Assistance
for Community Services Act of. 1976, which would
give far greater freedom to states to create ~~d
manage services programs, including day care.

3. Do you favor uniform child support and custody acts among the states and similar reciprocal acts between the U.S. and Canada to help
eliminate child-snatching and non-support by
parents who cross the bOrder?

FORD: President Ford is greatly concerned over
these issues. Throughout his public 1Jfe, he
has sought to support federal and state laws
and progr~~s aimed at preserving the integrity
of families and ensuring that absent parents
fulfill their financial obligations to the children they leave behind. One of the first legislative proposals the President introduced as a
freshman .1-lember of the House of Representatives
in 1949 was a bill to establish a federal program designed to help enforce absent parent support obliga·tions. Shortly after assuming the
Presidency, Mr. Ford signed into law P.L.93-640
the Child Support Amendments to the Social Security Act. This law provides L~at the states
nust establish comprehens~ve child support enforcement mechanisms open to people of all incomes, as well as to those receiving welfare
assistance.

The President does not believe that any further
federal legislation is necessary in this area.
No~ does he believe that any special child support compact with Canada is necessary since
Canadian provL~ces will cooperate with states
i~ the pursuit of support obligations.
Moreover, many states have entered into formal compacts with individual Canadian provinces, thereby formalizing reciprocal support enforcement
arrangements at the more effective level of govern.'llent involvement'.
~~TER~

I

would favor reasonable legislation

to make equitably adjudicated child custody de-

cisions binding and that would also prohibit
child-snatching.
Our already overburdened judicial system, unable now to process an ever-increasing backlog of
serious criminal indictments, should not be furt.her encumbered with duplicative and potentially disruptive child custody cases.

Do you fa'?Or the Bennett and/or il1.oss bills
(!./'<. 1313<1 and HR 10977) to elimi:1ate child-

4.

snatching?
I er.dorse the precepts of the Bennett
and c'loss bills.
Both pieces of legislation-

C~TER:

the former seeks to prohibit parental childsnatching and the latt~r to promote recognition
o.f fairly-adjudicated child custody decisionsare noble in intent.
It only

~emains

:t.~epres~nt tf'~e

to :be seen wh~~~er or r:o:: t~1ey
most comp~ehensiv~ means of dis-

CO'~raging

child-snatching and the abrogation of
child custody la'.vS and court decisions.
FO?.D:

~;~ither

the Ju.Stice

D~pa=-t:ment

noc ,3.ny

other section of the Executive branch has been
asked to testify before Congress on either of
these bills. Until a re~~est is made by the Congress and hearings are held, the White House cannot comner.t specifically on this proposed legislation.

5. How would you lessen existing Social Security
discrimination against widows, widowers and divorced persons?
Full benefits for aged survivors of deceased workers-where benefits are first paid at
or after age 65- are equal to the full amount of
~qe worker's benefit.
Aged survivor's benefits
are available on a reduced basis as early as age
60- two years sooner Ll-;an workers and thei:r spouses ca~ start getting benefits.

FORO:

Social Security also provides protection for young
survivors of deceased workers who have young children in L;eir care. Benefits are provided, regardless of age, to the \vidow or •.vidower 1 or surviving
divorced wife, with a child who is under age 18 or
disabled in his or her care. Under a 1975 Supreme
Court decision, benefits are provided for the surviving father caring for a child on the same basis
that they are provided for the widowed mo~~er with
a child in her care-in order to help make it possible for the para~t to stay at home to care for
the child rather ~,an seeking full-time employment.
Of course, if the surviving parent goes to work
and has substantial earnings, some or all of .his
or.her benefits would be withheld under the Social
Security "earnings test." However, t.'te parent's
earnings would not cause any reduction in benefits
for the child or children.
There are, however, certain distinctions in the
law under which
survivors of ~omen workers
cannot get Social Security, which must be continually revie',;ed to ~"<e sure all such distinctions
are proper. The President is totally committed
to ending any form o: discrimination.
D\RTER:' First, I should state ~~at I have been
an enthusiastic proponent of the Equal Rights Amendment, supporting. it as Governor of Georgia
despite strong opposition and advoc~ting its passage in every state I visited this year.
Secondly, I support efforts to revise our Social
Security program, ci prL~ary source of incc~e for
the nation's elderly citizens.. Rai3ing th~ -maximu..r:\ income ceiling subject to S,Jcial Sec:1rity taxa tio:-1, rather C"'tan ir.creaslng 9"/ery t.-¥age-ea_rner' s
~ocial Sec~rity contribution, as b'le present administration proposedp' would :nore '=qtd.tably distribute the burden o£ the system and widen tne
p:::-ogra.r:>'s f':.ndncial bas2.

Women still bear the preponderance of th: Social
Security system's bias. As the incidence of divorce has burgeoned so dramatically over ~~e past
decade, the Social Security provision which req>.lires a woman to be married to her spouse twenty
years before being eligible for benefits has become increasingly impractical.
Furthermore, housewives and their spouses are not
protected by the system in case the housewife dies
or is disabled. We have remained remiss in no.t
crediting housewives for their essential contribu~ion to our economy.
Finally, a retired working ·~man. who qualifies for
Social Security benefits both as a laborer and as
a dependent receives only the larger of the two.
In effect, working wives pay full Social Security
taxes for protection that they substantially already receive as spouses. This inequity, too,
nust be addressed.
'!'he implications of t.l"te Equal Rights Amendment and
the realities of contemporary America have increasingly rendered certain presumptions of the Social
Security system obsolete. The program as codified
today is predicated on the belief that working ~
head virtually all of the nation's households and
that women work only because they want to.
Recent figures, however, dispel this popular conception. By 1973, 23~ of all households were
headed by women, and in the majority of two-parent
families both partners were members of the labor
force. Most women work not because they wish to,
but because they have to if the surging costs of
food, housing and child care are to be met.
6.
Do you favor the formation of a new division
within HEW to handle the prob.Iems of the 12 million single parents in the United States?
Cc"\...~TER:
As I have stressed throughout my campaign, the federal bureaucracy needs streamlining. Too great a portion of ~~e taxpayer's dollar is squandered in implementing duplicative and
ove~lapping progra~s.

I would take the same approach to reorganizing
and revitalizing the federal goverTh~ent ~~at I
took towards t:dmming the state of Geo!"gia' s qov2r~;:..r.e;;,t3.l

excesses. Tl-:.ere 1 W'? w~re in£ 1 1-lential
in abolishing 278 out of the 300 age~ci~s and in
clearly definir*g the goals and policies of t.he

reE:alning 22,.

every exp~ndi t:-_::·e
a 7:0 J.Sh system o·i wc:Lttoring and auditing, we were able to ::na ,, the

and

an agency :nust

I have asked Joseph Califano, a former Johnsen advisor, to head a task force aimed at determining
how federal programs can be designed to assist and
support the American family. Along with the advice
of others actively involved in this critical area,
his recommendations will help me decide how best to
insure federal sensitivity to the unique problems
of single parents.

FORD: The President does not favor creating a separate organization in ~~ for' single-parent households. While sympa~i.etic to the extra detnands th:tt
are placed on an individual acting as both mother
and father for a family, President Ford does not
believe that creating a costly special organization
and bureaucratic str.1cture at the federal level
would necessarily be the most effective way to assist ~'iem.
7.

Do you favor the Displaced ffornemakers Bill?

FORD: Since the Congress has never moved formally
to consider the proposed Equal Opporcunities fer
Displaced Homemakers Act, the Administration has
not had the opportunity to examine this proposal
in detail, nor to testify on it.
However, ~~e President believes that progr~~s already exist that provide the kinds of services envisioned in this bill. The creation of any new federal program targeted to serve only the displaced
homemaker, rather than all people regardless of
the circurnstances which created their need., would
lead to a duplication of services already in place.
CARTER: I find the basic objective of the Displaced Homemakers Act {H.R. 10272 and s. 2541)
laudable. Sen.~~ndale was an original co-sponsor
of the Senate version of the bill.
According to recent estimates, nearly 2.2 million
Americans fit the description of the displaced
homemaker. The "DH" is an individual who has
~"'~O"::f:'?d

in the home withO'J.t compensdtion .:1cd,because

of separation. divorce or death, finds income upon
which he or she was dependent gone.
It is indeed frightening to imagine the plight of
the displaced homema..lter. 11ore than likely the individual is a woman who has been dependent on her
husband's income, has no job experience or skills,
teo young to collect Social Security benefib;,
:md might not have been ~arried long enoug:C so :Ce
r,:;ligiOie, and has

C.<-~_pendents

she must

no~,v

support ..

face tr~Ls 3: ;:;.:at.io:-1 in lif~ :teed ':he conand practi·::al s:~ills to provide fo·':" t!'los~
relying on themi t~e: P•)Ssibility fo.r as3l.:;t:i.:1g --~:i::;placed homemak(~rs should be ex~~rnined..
;.'\~~~:
;,.:.n.
Those

~"Nho

fi.::~ence

'I'hrough insti tuti:',g a zero-based :Oudget 5JStem
";>~hereby

state bureaucracy more responsive to the needs
of those it serves.

.just~-:=y

t:-~!:'ough i~:1_?l~!':"tenti.:!g

1

ill
it.~;

~t~ord

to

i::;;plac'S!d

~a~=~

the

·po~ential ~epresen~~d

hotr.t!:.::iak·~!:'~
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PROPOSITION 1:
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Earthquake Prediction Research
. · YESD

. NOD t;:'·

.

PROPOSITION II:

~~

NOD

NOD

Peer Review
YESD

PROPOS!TION IX:

NOD

Increased Funding for Basic Resear.ch
YESD

PROPOSITION VIII:

NOD

Nuclear Power
YESD

PROPOSITION VII:·

NOD

Restrictions on Research of Sea
YESD

PROPOSITION VI:

NOD

Planetary Missions
.YESD

PROPOSITION V:

- .,

· Flood Plain Identification
YESD

PROPOSITION IV:

\.

· Weather Modification
YESD

PROPOSITION Ill:

___ _

l /.'\) ')......, .

-Freedom of _Inquiry

NOD

•

-

.

'

Jimmy Carter
It is cr ucial that the advice of the scient ific and professional community of this nation be actively and permanently sought by elected officials in the evolution of
national policy dealing with t he complicated, unpredictable, and rapidly changing technological problems of this
modern world.
The day when political leaders could make effective
policy decisions independently and turn to the scientific
community only for assistance in implementation has long
passed.
The Office of Science Advisor. to the President should be
. upgraded immediately to provide a permanent and high
level relationship between t he White House decision-making process and the scientific community.

Science and the Candidates ·
I
In early July, AGU sent letters
to the major presidential candiI dates. These letters described
I AGU and its membership and
. ! posed several qllestions:
I

!.

1. What do you expeCt the role
. af the science advisor to be in your
administration?
2. There are a Qumber of
.organizations within the .federal
government that have a preponderantly scientific o.r technical
role; examples are the U.S.
Geological Survey, the National
I Oceanic and Atmospheric
1.· Administration, the Energy

l

Research and D evelopment
Administration, and the National
Ae ronaut i cs a nd Space
Administration. How will you go
abo.ut selecting the directors/administrators and their key
. staff and specifically to what
extent do you feel political consideration should enter into the
selection of such individuals?·
3: Research and development
consume's approximately 15% of
the federal budget at the present
time, but of this amount a very ·
small fraction is spent on basic
research. Quantization of the .
benefits of basic research . is a

788

•

classically difficult problem. How
do you propose that the federal
government should determine how
much money · should be spent on
basic research? Do you have any
feeling as to whether we are n.ow
spending too much, too little, or
about the right amount?
4. What role do you feel should
be played by science and scientists.
in support of the U.S. foreign
policy and how would you propose
.1
to_implement that role? .
A nominal limit of 2000 words
was set, and the c;mdidates were
given ample time to respond ..Their
replies are printed here.

,.

Gerald Ford
Question

What do you expect the role of the science adviser to be
in your administration?
Answer

The Congress has approved my proposal to create an
Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) in the
White House. As I indicated when submitting this proposal in June 1975, the Director of the OSTP will serve as
my adviser on science and technology.
· ·The principal overall responsibility of this adviser will
·· be to proVide advice on the scientific, engineering, and
technical aspects of issues-requiring attention at the highest levels of government. He will be one of my senior
advisers, and he will also provide advice and assistance to ·
other senior people in the White House and the Executive
Office of the President.
In carrying out his responsibilities, my science and technology adviser is expected to
•

Participate in the formulation of my budget and
legislative proposals, particularly where scientific
and technical considerations are involved.

• Review existing policies and programs to identify opportunities for and constraints upon the use of our
scientific and technical capabilities in achieving
_national objectives.
• Help identify new opportunities for using science
and technology to improve our understanding of
national problems and contribute to their solution. The Director of OSTP will be a member of the Domestic
CQuncil and an adviser to the National Security Council.
He will be a member-of and play a major role in the President's Committee on Science and Technology, which will
consist of 14 experts from outside the federal government
and will conduct a two-year reView of feder.al science and
technology policies, activities, and organization. He will
also be Chairman of the Federal Coordinating Council on
Science, Engineering, and Technology, which will promote
the coordination of research and development among

federal agencies. -Finally, he will lead a panel that will
focus attention on problems at the state and local levels of
government which can be mitigated through the application of science and technology.
Question

There are a number of organizations within the federal
government that have a prepondenntly scientific or technical role; examples are the U.S. Geological Survey, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the
Energy Research and Development Administration; and
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. How
will you go about selecting the directors/administ~tors
and their key staff and specifically to what extent do you
feel political consideration should enter into the selection
·· .
·
· ·
of such individuals?
Answer

The principal criteria for selection. of ~en and women to
fill top level positions in such organizations are
• Recognized professional qualifications, competence.
and standing in their area of responsibility. ..
• Capacity or proven ability to (1) manage the
resources that they will have to carry out their
agency's responsibilities and (2) work effectively in
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•

a complex environment such as that found in the
federai government.
•

An understanding of the mutual resjlonsibilities of
the public and private sectors.

I will continue to seek recommendations for such positions from respected leaders of scientific and engineering
communities before making selections for positions requiring scientific and technical backgrounds.
The question of partisan political affiliation inevitably is
raised in the case of any presidential appointment requiring Senate confirmation .. \Vhile this is the case, political
affiliation of candidates has not been an overriding consideration in my appointments to scientific and technical
positions in the past, and it will not be an overriding con-.
side ration in the future.
·
··
Question
What role do you feel should be played by science and
scientists in support of the U.S. foreign policy, and how
would you propose to implement that role?

Answer
Science and scientists have played a major role in the
support of U.S. foreign policy, and this role can be continued and expanded.
For example, scientific and technical considerations a;e
very important in a number of problems that have global
importance, including population growth, food supply,
energy, mineral resources, environmental quality, and
weather and climate modification. We must dra\v upon
scientists and engineers to identify and describe these
problems more accurately and to contribute to their solution.
In addition, science and technology have contributed
significantly to our economic strength and national
security. For example, \Ve have an important competitive
advantage in world trade because of the contributions of
science and technology in agriculture, electronics; communications, computers, aircraft, and other high technology areas. We look to our scientists and engineers to
as;:;ist in finding new and better solutions to the problems
facing iesser ~eveloped countries of the world. Often
scientists are the first to be aware of problems, solutions,
an•! nt-w opportunities. This a\vareness is shaped in a
var!<::ty of ways including the participation of L.S. scientists in international meetings with their colleagues.
T;,., conduct of research has become increa:>ingly internationaL as witnessed by worldwide programs of scientific
expi,•!'ation and dbcovery such as the International
Year and th.c; Global Atmospheric Re~eacch
The United States now has formal arnm;:re~
m2>n~s with svme 25 countries for cooperation in science
and tB~:hnology which involve our colleges and univer:Jities, federal laboratorit:s, professiom1.l · scientific and
en~ineering communi~ies. the National Academy of
Sr:iences. the National Academy of Engineering. the
bstiw:e of ~ledicine, and hundreds of indi•;idua! scier.tists
and

790

Opportunities and preblems such as those outlined
above generally are compiex and involve many considerations in addition to the scientific and technological ones.
However, scientific and technological considerations are
very important, and we will continue to engage scientists
and engineers as part of teams invoh-ing people with
expertise in other areas to work cooperatively in finding
the most effective approaches.
Question
Research and development consumes approximately
15% of the federal bJ.!dget at the present time, but of this
amount very small fraction is spent on basic research.
Quantification of the benefits of basic research is a
classically difficult problem. How do you propose that the
federal government should !letermine how much money
should be spent on basic research? Do you have any feeling as to whether we are now sp~riding too much, too little,
or about the right amount?

a

Answer
There is no precise way to determine either how much
federal investment there should be in basic research or
where the investment should be made to optimize the contributions which basic research can make. As the question
indicates, basic research does not lend itself well to costbenefit analysis. We must therefore look to other means
for evaluating and justifying our basic research funding.
My administration strongly believes that we must continue to look to basic research to provide the new
knowledge that underlies our advances in science and
technology. We have examined trends in federal support
of basic research and undertaken. to assess the impact of
these trends on the status of basic research in the United
States.
Based on our analysis, my 1977 budget proposed $2.6
billion for 1977 -an increase of 11% over 1976 estimates-for basic research to help assure that the flow of
new scientific knowledge continues. This level of funding
would reverse the steady decline-in constant dollar
terms-in the federal investment in basic research \vhich
began in 1967.
Since much of the nation's basic research is conducted at
colleges and universities, I requested significant funding
increases for the NSF and other 2gencies that support
basic research in the~e institution:;. In my request., ba,;h:
research funding
the ~SF •,;·;Jald have in.crea~ed by
20'~. Unf0rtunately, tr.e Congres5 ho.:,; not approved all of
the funding that I requested for ~SF support of basic
research in 1976 or 1977. This mean;; thac bot;1 the
tific community and the admini;o:trai:iGh \\'ill bn' to \;·ur>{
rese:J.rch.
Ale hough the role of the federal gon!rnment in the support of basic research is very impor~ant, the role of the
private sector is also si£:,rnificant. Industry and other elements of the private 5ector must continue to support tasic
research; and we should seek ways of preserving or
expanding incent;\·es for the prha'e sector to continue
these investments,

